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1.

Foreword

The challenge the local authority faces with regards
to community concern and localised speeding issues
are replicated across the country. There is a need for a
consistent approach if the Council is to respond to the
danger this poses to our residents and those travelling
though West Berkshire.
The Council is already committed to road safety and we know
that the correct intervention can make a positive contribution
to protecting and preserving life.
These include a number of educational treatments:
• Speed Indicator Devices (SIDs),
• Temporary poster campaigns,
• Vehicle-Activated Signs (VAS) and
• Community SpeedWatch (CSW)
There are also other projects and technology equipment we
intend to explore in the future, alongside our priorities on
air quality, reduction in carbon emissions and to encourage
more active travel.
Whilst we want to lead on this important community issue, we
must acknowledge the Council cannot deliver the ultimate
solution to all speeding issues; everyone in West Berkshire
has a role to play and stakeholder partnerships will be key.
Through the publication of the Speed Management
Framework we hope we have a transparent and consistent
approach across the district; and where the Council is
unable to change driver behaviour educationally we need to
work with the police.
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2.

Introduction

Over the years we have developed the Speed Intervention
Programme (SIP) to form a “service standard” for tackling
community speeding issues. These treatments are all
effective in delivering road user behaviour change but place
demands on staffing resources within the road safety team.
It is therefore important that our interventions are correctly
targeted and proportionate to the scale of the problem.
To determine the most appropriate intervention, speed
surveys are undertaken and the data analysed. SIP
(Appendix A) sets “trigger” criteria for each of the
interventions based on the speed survey data, which will be
outlined in the Speed Management Framework.
‘Effective speed management involves many components
designed to work together.’
This draft sets out a vision for tackling community concerns
on speed and outlines where a community can help and
participate in tackling these issues themselves or where
the Speed Management Technician and Road Safety Team
resource can be effectively directed.
The draft also contains a number of proposed actions which
give an indication of how we propose to put the Speed
Management Framework into action being mindful that we
have limited resources. Some of the issues that need to be
addressed locally will be outside our direct control and will
need action by other stakeholder partners (Police, Highways
England) and local communities.
The Framework will adapt to reflect local needs and national
guidelines and we will analyse evolvement periodically and
consider whether the methodology we have chosen is still
appropriate.
It is proposed that the draft Speed Management Framework
is subject to consultation among Members and Parish
and Town Councils. Any comments received will be taken
into account and the document revised accordingly. It is
suggested that the final version be approved at an Individual
Decision by the Executive Member for Transport and
Countryside. Once approved, the Road Safety team will have
a formal and consistent means of responding to requests
for speed management interventions and stakeholders’
expectations will be set accordingly.
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3.

Context

The removal of the Speed Management Assistant post from the Road Safety Team in 2010 led
to a significant reduction in the number of SID checks carried out and the volume of vehicle
speed data collected across the district (24 checks per week to just one). A “simple” SID had
always been available as an educational tool for Parish and Town Councils borrow in order to
respond to community speed concerns but was rarely utilised as it did not have the capability
to collect data. Since 2010, “clever” SIDs, which also collect data, became available and were
offered to the Parish and Town Councils to bridge the data collection gap. SID Training has
become an annual event and we train between 40 and 60 Parish Councillors or community
representatives sponsored by their local Parish or Town Council. The SID equipment is loaned
on a 1 week basis and has to be pre-booked in advanced. Although no parish has been
refused a loan SID when requested, collecting the equipment from the Ampere Road site
(where it is stored) can be time consuming for Council staff especially if those collecting
equipment are late or fail to arrive.
Although SIP has had significant success in reducing the volume of recorded speeding
in West Berkshire (Appendix C), some of our more active Parish and Town Councils have
expressed an interest in deploying their own traffic management equipment to directly respond
to local residents’ perceived concerns. This equipment is primarily Speed Indicator Devices
(SIDs) at the current time but new products are being developed and marketed to communities
by the suppliers. The Road Safety team is supportive of Parish and Town Councils using their
own equipment to address speeding issues in their communities but as the Highway Authority
the Council must be satisfied that the equipment is suitable and is used appropriately and
safely. A draft Policy and Guidance document has therefore also been produced as a means
of giving Parish and Town Councils formal approval to deploy their equipment subject to
certain conditions set out in a Licence agreement (Appendix B).
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4.

Our Vision for Community Speed Concerns

Local authorities are responsible for setting local speed limits on their network. When
undertaking this task many factors should be taken into consideration and guidance for
undertaking this duty is provided in the Department for Transport (DfT) in its circular 01/20131
“Setting of Local Speed Limits”
When setting local speed limits it is important to balance the needs and expectations of local
residents against the realities of human behaviour. Much research has been undertaken
and it has been established that most drivers will drive according to their environment. If the
environment does not match that which a driver expects for the set speed limit it will result in
non-compliance and possibly criminalising drivers unnecessarily.
The highway authority must consider many factors including present mean speeds, injury
accident history, road alignment, building density as well as other factors.
Where there are injury accidents and speed is a contributory factor there may be a need to
address this with a reduction in the speed limit. However if mean speeds are high, then other
engineering options should be deployed either in isolation or in harmony with a lower speed
limit.
‘Local speed limits should not be set in isolation, but as part of a package with other
measures to manage vehicle speeds and improve road safety’ 1
Nationally, The Road Safety Management and Partnerships document2 recognises a 3 E’s
approach - Education, Engineering and Enforcement to road safety is well known but research
suggests that a Safe System approach which encompasses a number of additional factors
including energy, transport, health, deprivation and environment is seen to be more beneficial.
It is also well known that road safety
interventions should be based on
accurate evidence, adequately financed,
resourced and have long lasting impacts.
Such interventions also require monitoring
and evaluation over time.
The Council’s Road Safety team analyses
collision records and speed data over
a period of time to identify locations
where interventions are necessary. Any
engineering, education, training and
publicity activities are then targeted at the
identified problem areas or issues.
Our vision is to manage the conflict
between vehicular traffic, active travel and
community living through the introduction
of initiatives to encourage compliance
with speed limits and raise awareness of
the dangers of excessive speed.
Department for Transport, ‘Setting Local Speed Limits’, 01/2013, https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_data/file/63975/circular-01-2013.pdf, (accessed 25/11/2019)

1

2

www.roadsafetyobservatory.com/Review/10031
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4.1 Key targets
4.1.1

We will manage a single reporting system dedicated for reporting community
concerns for speed.
This will be achieved by developing an ICT system that merges the current Councils
website reporting form and ELM.

4.1.2

We will aim to prioritise the activities of the Road Safety team to support Parishes
and Town Councils around community concerns related to speed.
A formal process for tackling speed will be outlined in the Speed Intervention
Programme (Appendix A).

4.1.3

We aim to support Parish and Town Councils that wish to deploy their own Traffic
Management equipment.
The Policy and guidance document will outline what will be required to operate
Parish or Town Council owned equipment (Appendix B).
Access to SID Training is limited, increasing the opportunity via a self- service portal
is to be investigated.

4.1.4

Where the Council are unable to influence driver behaviour using educational or
engineering solutions we will work closely with the police to seek enforcement
support.
To be effective these organisations must act as a single voice when seeking
enforcement. The Road Safety Team, Traffic Engineers and Parish and Town
Councils will be encourage to communicate and participate in the Speed
Management Framework process and agree suitable solutions on tackling
community speed issues.
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5.

Objectives of the Speed Management Framework

5.1 Key Objectives
5.1.1

Effects of speedingInappropriate or excessive speed is one of the main contributory factors in traffic
accidents, and the Council has a statutory responsibility to introduce measures to
minimise accidents on its network. Speed affects a driver’s ability to ‘accurately
and reliably process informati-on in the traffic environment’; an ability that is vital
for to ensure the safety of those in the community they are driving through. This
is particularly important in communities where vulnerable road users groups are
established (walk to school initiatives or built up areas) or where the community want
to encourage more active travel activities like cycle or running clubs.

5.1.2

Perception of Speeding Issues
People’s perceptions of speed can be a determining factor in deciding whether
sustainable travel like walking or cycling is safe or appropriate for the desired
journey or reaching an end destination (school or work). The speed data information
collected and the Speed Management Framework process will help determine
priority and direct resources appropriately. With the support of the Parish and Town
Councils the relevant speed data information would be reported back to reassure
the community.

5.1.3

Speed Limit Compliance
Speed limits need to be appropriate and safe for the road to which they apply and
should reflect the road function, traffic composition, frontage development and
road design characteristics. The driver should always know or be able to establish
what the speed limit is3. Although a community might consider ‘the speed limit
to be the speed limit’, driver compliance for enforcement is set based on speed
enforcement policy guidance issued by The National Police Chiefs Council (NPCC)
suggests that enforcement will normally occur when a driver exceeds the speed
limit by a particular margin. The particular margin is normally 10 per cent over the
speed limit plus 2 mph. The trigger points of the available Council solutions uses the
NPCC guidelines as part of the calculations to determine the treatment that will be
deployed (see Appendix A).

5.1.4

Healthy Communities
In the UK it is currently estimated that one in six deaths can be attributed to
inactivity. Active travel, most such as walking and cycling within and between
communities, provides a key opportunity for this physical exercise. Unfortunately,
many people are put off walking and cycling due to traffic speeds or perception
of vehicle speed on the roads. Daily physical activity is hugely important for
maintaining health and research has shown that half an hour of brisk walking, daily,
can cut heart disease, improve muscle strength, and combat depression and other
mental illnesses. Encouraging more active travel within our district supports the
Council’s Environment Strategy and Public Health and Well-being markers.

3

www.roadsafetyobservatory.com/Review/10147
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5.1.5

Working with Our Communities
The Council recognises that building community capacity is essential to develop,
implement and to sustain their own solutions to problems in a way that helps them
shape and exercise control over their local environments. Working collaboratively
on shared concerns based on transparent processes helps all involved to
avoid conflict when dealing with community concerns. The Framework seeks
to identify where the Road Safety Team can support the community and where
the community can help themselves via the Parish and Town Councils as the
community leads.

5.1.6

Working with Stakeholder Partners
The Council recognises that speeding issues inside the district are beyond the
control of a single community or council teams involved in road safety.

Different speeding issues require specific local partnerships or stakeholders to
find and establish specific local solutions. There is no single type of partnership
or stakeholders that fits all solutions. It is important that all those involved are
flexible and adapt to the issues or actions taken forward. The true value of any
partnerships or stakeholders involved in dealing with community concerns around
speed need to have shared objectives, aims and outcomes established.

4

www.cdhn.org/sites/default/files/downloads/FACTSHEETS%2013_Screen%20View.pdf
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6.

Treatments available to the Council

6.1 Speed Intervention Programme
When investigating a reports of a speeding issue our first step is to establish if this is a
perception or real issue. Data will provide us with a way of establishing this and we often
find the issue is perceptive rather than real. In these cases we need to target our restricted
resources to where they will be the most effective.
We do this by gathering speed data. The data we collect means we’re able to make an
informed decision about a solution or potential next steps. Speed data is collected using
different types of equipment, with some being operated by West Berkshire Council officers,
and others operated by Parish or Town Councils
•

“Black Cat” Speed Data Recorder (SDR) - WBC Officer operated

•

Speed Indicator Device (SID) – Parish or Town Council operated

Where data proves there is a speeding issue we can consider what tools we have and how
they can be deployed. We are only able to offer educational and engineering solutions but it is
vital that police assist in this process and participate in helping us tackle this issue within the
communities we serve by offering active enforcement when it is required.
Appendix A shows the SIP flow chart and education tools used to tackle excessive speed.
The “trigger” percentage to determine the appropriate response from the Speed Intervention
Programme is defined below:
1. The percentage is worked out using the speed data collected from either SID or
Black Cat
2. The calculation = overall percentage of the highest number of week day speeds
divided by that day’s volume i.e 2765 vehicles recorded over 35mph in 30mph limit
road/ total volume of cars of the same day 8089 (2765/8089x100= 34.1%)
3. Other local intelligence will also be considered

6.2

Treatments

6.2.1

Speed Indictor Device (SID): <10%
As part of the SIP the trigger point is <10% of the volume of traffic above NPCC
guidelines. Operated by the Parish and Town
Councillors or nominated local residents. SID
can be used not only to collect the initial data but
also to be a visible reminder to raise awareness
around community speeding issues. The device
should be used in short bursts of one to two
hours per site to ensure it is effective. The current
‘clever’ SID we have available uses a smiley/ sad
face message.
There has been an increase in interested local
Parish and Town Councils to own their own SID
type equipment. A draft Policy and Guidance has
been produced (Appendix B).
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6.2.2

Temporary Posters: 10%+
As part of the SIP the trigger point is >10% of the volume of traffic above NPCC
guidelines. Four basic designs are primarily used as an educational tool. These
posters should only be deployed for a maximum of six weeks in any one location.
The designs were approved by for use in 2010 and will therefore need to be
updated in the near future.

6.2.

Vehicle Activate Signs (VAS): >15%
As part of the SIP, the trigger point is >15% of the volume of traffic above NPCC
guidelines. A mobile VAS which displays the speed limit with a ‘Slow Down’
message. These are used at sites normally for a period of six weeks, where results
of traffic surveys have shown that vehicles are consistently speeding.

6.2.4

Hybrid SID (DSD): >20%
A Hybrid SID is the next generation of SID equipment on the market (various models
are available). This is a recent addition to the speed management equipment being
used by the Council’s Speed Management Technician. It’s similar to the original
‘Smiley SID’ but with additional presentations of a serious message, reinforcing
safety and educating drivers on site and within our communities. As part of the
SIP the trigger point is >20% of the volume of traffic above NPCC guidelines. A
temporary Hybrid SID will be deployed for a
maximum of three weeks in any one location and
will not return to that site before a minimum of
eight weeks. The equipment will be fixed to street
furniture pre-approved by the Council.

6.2.5

Community Speedwatch (CSW): >25%
Community Speed Watch (CSW) is our top level
of intervention. This involves the deployment
of a covert radar operated camera known as
Sentinel. This will be set up in areas which meet
the intervention level below.
In the worst affected areas where data shows
at least 25% of drivers are above the NPCC
guidelines (speed limit + 10% + 2mph). CSW can be set up almost anywhere
where the speed limit is set at 40 mph or lower. A radar activated CCTV camera
takes video clips of vehicles exceeding the speed limit threshold. Vehicle make,
model, colour and registration number are identified and the information is passed
to the police. The police will send a letter to
the registered keeper of the vehicle. Persistent
offenders will receive up to two warning letters,
and on a third occasion, offenders can expect
further action by the police.
Under the SIP programme a site is visited 3 times
to deploy Sentinel Camera over a period of 17
weeks, this coincides with the Police protocol
rev010418 V13. Once completed the postcode
data is plotted to determine where the registered
keepers of the speeding vehicles reside. This
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helps us to identify local opportunities for further road safety messages via other
platforms like Parish Newsletters, magazines or reporting back to any active
Neighbourhood Action Groups.
WBC have been operating CSW for many years. The Police support CSW and are
working towards establishing a Thames Valley Police & Hampshire Constabulary
wide CSW Operation.

6.2.6

Bin Stickers
This resource was only a pilot scheme. We currently do not have the staff resources
to determine the effectiveness of the bin stickers or to roll out the initiative to new
areas. The villages involved in this project were:
• Bucklebury
• Bradfield
• Stockcross
• Cold Ash

6.2.7

Engineering

6.2.7.1

Traffic Management Assessment (TMA)
Before the Council raises any requests for enforcement support from the Police it
is reasonable to suggest the road is reviewed by the Council’s Traffic Engineers.
Appendix D defines a simple Traffic Management Assessment Report that will be
used (Speed Limit Assessment).

6.2.7.2

Permanent Engineering measures
Where it is deemed necessary to permanently change the layout of a road to
combat speeding the Council can draw on a range of engineering measures or
additional signs and road markings. Where engineering measures are required,
they can be introduced individually or in combination to improve the safety of the
road. It is important that the feature or combination of features that are constructed
are appropriate for the local built environment. Due to the potentially high costs
associated with engineering schemes, the use of educational processes should be
exhausted beforehand.

6.2.7.2.1 Signing and Lining
Signs and road markings are necessary to
provide information and guidance for road users
and to enable highway authorities to manage
traffic movements efficiently and safely.
Although highway authorities have discretion as
to where and when signs are employed on the
network, there are relatively strict regulations
governing when signs and road markings
are used to inform drivers of restrictions and
prohibitions.
The design and content of signs and road
markings is regulated, so only those prescribed in the Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (a statutory instrument) or those authorised by the Secretary of
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State can be used on the highway. This ensures that there is consistency across the
country in order that traffic signs and markings can be easily understood by all road
users.
For the purposes of road safety and speed enforcement the following features will
be provided where appropriate:
Centre lines or edge of carriageway markings.
• Speed limit roundel markings at change of speed limit.
• Speed limit terminal signs and repeater signs where applicable.
• Gateway features in rural locations where sufficient highway verges exists.
6.2.7.2.2 Traffic Calming
Traffic calming measures can be introduced to manage roads with a poor safety
record although such features aren’t introduced without careful consideration and
consultation with those residents, users and organisations that are deemed to be
directly affected by any proposals.
The types of physical measures used to improve road safety can include:
• Vertical deflections (speed cushions, raised tables, and junctions).
• Horizontal deflections (chicanes, kerb build outs, and narrowings)
• Roundabouts / Mini roundabouts
• Realignment of Junctions
• Pedestrian refuges / traffic islands
• Improved signing and road markings
• Width restrictions
• Pedestrian and cycle crossing facilities
6.2.7.2.3 Highway Design
Whilst major new highway schemes are somewhat uncommon at this time any
such works that include a major re-design of the road layout are required to
be introduced in accordance with current Department for Transport guidance
commonly referred to as The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges. However,
existing locations and area with a poor safety record or ongoing traffic concerns
can be improved in conjunction with approved adjacent or directly related private
development works. Current design guidelines promote incorporating designs
based on self-enforcing speed reduction and promoting road safety, the specifics of
which will normally be identified at any potential planning stage.

6.2.8

Speed Limit Review
The aim of the Council is to set speed limits that are successful in managing driver’s
speeds and are appropriate for the roads on which they apply. Changes to speed
limits, or the introduction of new limits, are considered at an annual Speed Limit
Review meeting by a Task Group consisting of West Berkshire Council officers,
District Councillors and the police.
Any request for a speed limit change should be submitted by the Ward Member
or Parish or Town Council as this will ensure speed limit requests are coordinated,
consistent and in the best interest of the community.
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Once a request has been received, a report will be prepared for the Speed Limit
Review, which includes an analysis of speed survey and injury accident data over
the last three year period. At the Speed Limit Review meeting, the Task Group
considers each request using this data, government criteria and best practice;
the Task Group’s recommendations are then considered by Individual Executive
Member Decision.
Where a recommendation to change a speed limit is approved, a statutory
consultation process must take place and a legal order made before it can be
implemented. In some cases, objections to proposed orders are received and these
are in turn subject to a separate Individual Decision. It can therefore take up to two
years from receiving the initial request to the limit being changed.
Appendix E outlines this process via a flow chart.

7.

Measuring and Reporting Progress

Once approved, the Road safety team will have a formal and consistent means of responding
to requests for speed management interventions and stakeholders’ expectations will be set
accordingly.
Data collected by the Council or Parish and Town Councils and progressed though the Speed
Management Framework, the outcomes will be shared with the Town and Parish Councils or
local community as appropriate. Where appropriate, results will also be shared with the Police
or other appropriate stakeholders.
The Framework will be reviewed a year after ID approval and an update provided to the
Transport Advisory Group.

8.

Conclusions

West Berkshire Council, as the local highway authority, has a statutory duty under section 39 of
the1988 Road Traffic Act to take steps both to reduce and prevent accidents on the roads they
are responsible.
The Speed Management Framework sets out clear guidance and provides a transparent
process to support our Parish and Town Councils and tackle community speeding issues.
Using data as its foundation it builds on a strong evidence base and along with anecdotal
intelligences it will enable us to act accordingly within the resources and budgets available.
This consultation gives you the opportunity to shape the future and ensure a closer alliance
leading to a greater success on changing driver behaviour within our district.
Keeping our residents and those that pass through our district safer.
The consultation will be open for six weeks, please complete the online survey monkey
feedback questionnaire www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/speedmanagementframework
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Responding to Complaints about Speeding – Speed Intervention Programme
Concern regarding speeding reported via West Berkshire Online Form.

Nature of speeding is road with a
speed limit up to / over 40mph, during
hours of darkness or if the SID is not
suitable to be deployed.

Nature of speeding is road with a
speed limit up to 40mph, during the
day and suitable to deploy data
collecting equipment

The Local Authority (LA) signposts
complainants to their Parish Council
to undertake work using the Speed
Indication Device (SID).

The Traffic and Road Safety Team
will deploy the Speed Data Recorder
(SDR).

Captured data will be downloaded by
the Traffic and Road Safety Team
and analysed. This data is shared
with the Parish Council.

If the data indicates an issue, the
Speed Data Recorder (SDR) may be
deployed to gather data 24/7 over a
period of time.

If the SDR data indicates a problem with inappropriate speed,
the following may be installed:

>10%

trigger <10%
Speed Indicator Device
(SID)

Temporary Posters

>15%
Temporary Vehicle
Activated Signs (VAS)

>20%
Hybrid SID

A further deployment of a SDR can then be used to measure a change in driver
behaviour.

Where these measures have failed to achieve a change, the next option is:
•
•

Enforcement / speed cameras – responsibility of the police
Engineering / Traffic calming - will only be considered as a last option and
only where there is a history of injury accidents which are attributed to
speed’

>25%+
CSW

A CCTV camera takes video clips of
vehicles exceeding the speed limit
threshold. Vehicle indexes are
identified and the information
passed to the Police. A letter is sent
to the registered keeper of the
vehicle.
Persistent offenders will receive up
to two warning letters, and on a
third occasion, offenders can expect
further action by the Police.

Appendix B – Town and Parish owned TME Policy and Guidance
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Policy and Guidance for Parish/Town
Councils operating Traffic Management
Equipment (TME) on the highway.
1

Introduction

1.1

The management of the roads within the West Berkshire Council (“WBC”) district (“the
District”) is shared between Highways England (“HE”) and WBC. HE has responsibility for
the M4 and A34, with WBC being responsible for all other roads.

1.2

As the local Highway Authority (“HA”), WBC has a statutory duty to take steps both to
reduce and prevent accidents.

1.3

WBC works in partnership with a number of bodies in helping to improve road safety in the
District through the delivery of the range of road safety measures and initiatives that are
outlined in its Local Transport Plan.

1.4

WBC’s Speed Intervention Programme (“SIP”) is aimed to help tackle speeding at
identified locations. Data collected is employed to enable the WBC Traffic and Road
Safety Team to make an informed decision about a solution or the potential next steps and
looks to form part of WBC’s casualty reduction targets.

1.5

Data is collected using different types of equipment, with some being operated by WBC,
and others loaned by WBC to a Parish or Town Council (“P/TC” - to include a group of
parish councils joining together for the purpose) and operated by P/TC Councillors or
trained volunteers. The equipment used is predominantly Speed Indicator Devices (SIDs),
which both display a visual reminder to speeding drivers and collect speed data, but a
wider range of equipment is now available.

1.6

Several P/TCs have expressed an interest in purchasing their own traffic management
equipment equipment to replace this service, for use at locations where excessive speed
is a concern to them.

1.7

This Policy and Guidance (“this Policy/Guidance”) sets out the process to be followed to
implement such a scheme within the area of a P/TC and answers frequently asked
questions.

1.8

WBC will be unable to process any data from P/TC owed devices.

1.9

P/TCs can present their analysed data to WBC for consideration for further support in
WBC’s SIP.

1.10

It should be noted that speed limit enforcement is the responsibility on the police. If a
P/TC considers enforcement is required it will need to contact the local Neighbourhood
Policing Team directly with appropriate supporting evidence.

2

Purpose

2.1

The purpose of this policy is to formalise the use of P/T Council owned traffic
management equipment on the Highway, to introduce consistency and ensure safety
standards are followed.

2.2

The Council is committed to road safety and supporting community concerns about
speeding vehicles in West Berkshire as outlined in the Councils Speeding Framework
document [currently in draft form pending consultation and approval].

06 April 2020

3
3.1

Applicability
This Policy applies to:
3.1.1 All Parish and Town Councils that wish to purchase/ use their own
equipment to promote road safety and gather data within West Berkshire.
3.1.2 Other persons including Elected Members, Consultants, Agency staff,
volunteers and Contractors working on behalf on the Parish and Town
Councils to gather data within West Berkshire.
3.1.3 It is the responsibility of each operative and other person mentioned in
Section 3.1.2 to familiarise themselves with and adhere to this Policy.
3.1.4 Adherence to this Policy is a condition of working on the highway or using its
assets.

4

Policy

4.1

The Policy seeks to guide the parish and Town Councils based on the current national
research on the effective exposure of data collection equipment and current Department
for Transport (DfT) guidelines around unnecessary street furniture on the Highway.

4.2

To ensure WBC are compliant with the requirements of the Road Traffic Act 1988, which
states that Highway Authorities have a responsibility to ensure those working on the
highway are not only safe themselves but do not become a risk to others.

4.3

To ensure compliance with the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 section 65 – Powers
and Duties [F1 traffic] authorities as to placing of traffic signs and section 72 – Powers
exercisable by parish or community councils.

5

Parish/Town Council owned traffic management equipment (TME)

5.1

P/TCs in West Berkshire that wish to purchase traffic management equipment to promote
road safety and undertake data collection (“P/TC TME”) can do so on a self-financing basis
- the management and finance of the P/TC TME will be the sole responsibility of the P/TC.

5.2

If a P/TC wishes to use a P/TC TME in relation to a public highway they will need a licence
from WBC as HA to do so (“the Licence”) – see Appendix 4. Once the P/TC has entered
into such an agreement (see further below), they may manage the deployment themselves
provided that they comply with this Policy/Guidance.

5.3

The P/TC’s are responsible for any necessary training and must ensure that those
operating the P/TC owed TME are fully trained.

5.4

The Licence will require the P/TC to comply with regulations for safe and competent
working on the highway and third party insurance, effectively becoming a contractor in
terms of liability. The requirements below regarding placement periods and location
approval will also apply.

5.5

Each item of TME will need to be either (a) a standalone portable device eg by way of a
tripod system (b) attached to highway street furniture or lighting columns, or (c) mounted
on a temporary post by way of a permanent socket at an agreed location. The cost of the
temporary post and permanent socket system is to be borne by the P/TC. If using highway
street furniture or lighting columns permission from the Streetworks team
(streetworks@westberks.gov.uk) is required prior to deployment.
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5.6

Each item of TME may only be deployed on roads with speed limits up to and
including 40 mph.

5.7

Any TME product purchased will need to be TOPAS registered OR designed and tested
within a certified EN ISO 9001 Quality Management System or nationally recognised
equivalent.

6

Ground rules

6.1

For clarification of this Policy/Guidance contact trafficandroadsafety@westberks.gov.uk
(“the email address”).

6.2

There are no statutory powers for P/TCs to erect a P/TC TME on a highway so WBC, as
HA, must consent to such use and approve each location (“Location” – see Location
Approval below).

6.3

Ideally a P/TC TME will be placed at any one Location for two weeks but in any event a
placement should not exceed three weeks to retain the maximum effectiveness of the TME
in managing speed.

6.4

A TME should not return to the same Location for a minimum of eight weeks. This is to try
and maximise the effectiveness of the TME’s deployment.

6.5

The P/TC will be responsible for agreeing and producing a deployment programme for the
P/TC TME at each Location in compliance with the Guidance.

6.6

P/TC TME may only be erected and dismounted on the highway by a P/TC operator in
accordance with the Licence (or by WBC staff or appointed contractors).

7

Location approval

7.1

Appendix 1 gives information on the requirements and criteria that need to be adhered to
when considering a proposed Location.

7.2

Appendix 3 is the form to be used by the P/TC to propose a Location or Locations to WBC.

7.3

Each proposed Location must be checked and approved by WBC or its agent to make sure
that it is suitable and safe (if the guidance in Appendix 1 is followed, the likelihood of
problems arising is minimised).

7.4

If a Location is not approved, WBC will work with the P/TC to seek an appropriate
alternative Location.

7.5

To submit a request for Location approval the pro forma in Appendix 2 (one per proposed
Location) should be completed and returned electronically to the email address.

7.6

Approval will be completed within 2 weeks of request.

8

Guidance on moving a TME
See Appendix 2.

9

Setting up a Parish/Town Council Deployment Agreement

9.1

It is recommended that the P/TC nominates a lead member/officer to act as a contact point.

9.2

Once WBC has approved all the relevant completed paperwork TME can be deployed.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q

Can P/TCs erect P/TC TME themselves?

A

Yes, but in order to ensure work is carried out safely it must be undertaken by suitably trained
operatives with the appropriate public liability insurance and risk assessment training.

Q

Which P/TC TME design would you recommend?

A

Each TME would have been developed with the supplier to give a robust sign which gives a
clear and unambiguous message in the form of standard Department for Transport sign faces
which drivers can instantly understand. It will be the decision of the P/TC to decide on the
most effective sign based on current research available. Ideally the TME should be TOPAS
approved or ISO 9001 compliant.

Q

What vehicle speed over the limit activates the device?

A

The lowest speed at which the TME should be set to trigger is the ACPO enforcement speed
of 10% + 2 mph above the speed limit (the minimum speed at which prosecutions are
instituted), ie a minimum of 24mph in a 20 limit, 35mph in a 30 limit and 46mph in a 40 limit.

Q

What if the TME breaks down?

A

The only component which may need replacing every few years is the battery. However,
should a fault develop the supplier should be contacted. Any costs to repair the equipment
are the responsibility of the P/TC.

Q

Why can’t the sign be mounted permanently?

A1

Because research has proved that the longer the sign stays in one place the less drivers slow
down when they see it, and after about two weeks the speed of traffic returns to what it was
before the sign was erected, so keeping signs up longer has no effect and may bring them
into disrepute.

A2

Apart from being unsightly, signposts form a potential hazard and can be classified as an
“obstruction in the highway”, raising issues of liability.

Q

Why isn’t WBC paying for these signs?

A

WBC is already has a Speed Intervention Programme and prioritises its resources to those
locations where there is a history of personal injury crashes.

Q

What about insurance?

A

The signs remain the property of the P/TC, and it is the responsibility of the P/TC to arrange
insurance.
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APPENDIX 1: REQUIREMENTS FOR TME LOCATION APPROVAL

9

1

The posted speed limit must be 20, 30, or 40 mph

2

The location must be inside the speed limit and a minimum of 50 metres inside the speed
limit terminal sign.

3

There must be adequate forward visibility to the location:
•

for a 20mph limit: a minimum of 60 metres

•

for a 30mph limit: a minimum of 90 metres; and

•

for a 40 mph limit: a minimum of 120 metres.

4

The sign must not obscure visibility to another sign.

5

The sign must not obscure visibility from any access or junction.

6

The sign must not obstruct the footway.

7

The sign and its face must have at least 500mm clearance from the edge of the carriageway,
and if it is sited over a footway at least 2.1m vertical clearance, or over a cycle path 2.4m
vertical clearance.

8

Each TME will need to be either deployed by using (a) a standalone portable device eg by
way of a tripod system (b) attached to highway street furniture or lighting columns, or (c)
mounted on a temporary post by way of a permanent socket at an agreed location. The cost
of the temporary post and permanent socket system is to be borne by the P/TC. If using
highway street furniture or lighting columns permission from the Streetworks team
(streetworks@westberks.gov.uk) is required prior to deployment.
All proposed locations for TME will require WBC approval prior to any deployment of the TME.
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APPENDIX 2: NOTES FOR GUIDANCE REGARDING MOVING TME
It is not possible to cover every eventuality, so if you have concerns that these notes cannot assist
with you must contact WBC staff for advice.
1
1.1

1.2

Things you and your operative must consider when moving a TME
There is always risk associated with working on the public highway and you must ensure
that you minimise this risk to both yourself and to others using the highway by:
•

ensuring that you are physically able to carry out the task as it involves lifting and
carrying;

•

ensuring you have the correct high-visibility jacket, safety boots, hard hat and gloves
(if necessary);

•

ensuring your vehicle is parked off the highway wherever possible, or fitted with the
appropriate reflective strips and flashing beacon where not;

•

ensuring that sufficient clear sight lines are available for motorists to see what you are
doing (60m in a 20mph speed limit/ 90m in a 30mph speed limit/120m in a 40 mph
speed limit);

•

ensuring you have the necessary training to set up / set down access and move the
TME, and have a firm and level base upon which to place it.

You should undertake a risk assessment for the erection and removal of the sign and
identify the control measures to be taken to minimise risk to the operative and all road
users. The risks to be considered must include as a minimum:
•

an operative falling, being struck by a vehicle or injured through lifting;

•

a member of public injured by a road traffic accident associated with the works.

1.3

You should produce a method statement for the safe erection and removal of the sign.

1.4

The operator(s) must be competent to perform the operation according to the method
statement.

2

3

Legal requirements when deploying/removing a TME
•

Have you placed the signs correctly for other road users to understand what is going
on?

•

Are you wearing the correct safety equipment?

•

Have you placed your vehicle off the highway, or if that is not possible, is fitted with
the correct beacon and reflective markings?

•

Do you have the correct insurance for both the vehicle to be used for this purpose and
for yourself to be carrying out the task?

•

Have you taken all appropriate steps to minimise the risk to yourself and other road
users when carrying out this task?

Equipment you must have
•

Correct personal H&S equipment.

•

Correct safety equipment for your vehicle if it has to be parked on the highway.

•

Access equipment for the deployment / removal of the TME.
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4

General issues you must consider
•

Is it clear to other road users what is going on?

•

Have I got all the necessary safety equipment available?

•

Can I carry out the task safely in the present weather conditions/ remaining daylight/
etc?

•

Have I minimised the risk to myself and other road users by correctly following these
guidance notes, or do I need to get some further advice from WBC?

Finally – you must always ask yourself, “If I was driving/walking down the road and came
across these works, would I clearly see what was going on and would I understand what I
need to do to avoid an accident?”
It must be remembered that a minimum footway clearance of 1.2m must be maintained around the
work site to allow pedestrian access past. A minimum of 0.5m sideways clearance must be
maintained from the edge of the carriageway to the work site where no footway is present. If the
sign is sited over a footway at least 2.1m vertical clearance is required or for a cycle path a
minimum of 2.4 clearance is required.
At all locations, any vehicles associated with the deployment/removal of the apparatus
MUST be removed from site to a suitable location to ensure lines of sight and clear
footway/carriageway are maintained at all times during the operation.
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APPENDIX 3 –REQUEST TO APPROVE LOCATION(S)
Return this form to: Trafficandroadsafety@westberks.gov.uk
Site Reference
Parish
Location
Speed Limit
Description of TME placement

Dates of TME deployment

Name
Contact Number
Parish Contact
Date
Name
Name
Parish Licensed Operators Name
Name
Name
Name
Contact Number
Site approved by WBC
Date
Map of Site (www.bing.com/maps)
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APPENDIX 4

LICENCE
PURSUANT TO s72 ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984

WEST BERKSHIRE COUNCIL
and
[FULL NAME OF PARISH/TOWN COUNCIL]

WBC File ref: T&C/TRSCE/1/2019
Head of Legal Services
West Berkshire Council
Market Street
Newbury
Berkshire
RG14 5LD
06 April 2020

06 April 2020

LICENCE pursuant to s72 Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984

Dated this [ X ] day of [ X ] 20[ X ]

BETWEEN (1) WEST BERKSHIRE COUNCIL of Market Street, Newbury RG14 5LD (“the
Council”) and (2) [FULL NAME OF PARISH/TOWN COUNCIL] of [address for service of
Parish/Town Council] (“the Licensee”)
WHEREAS
(1) The Council is the Highway Authority for the district of West Berkshire (“the District”).
(2) The Licensee wishes to enter into a Licence with the Council for the purposes of providing on
or near any highway for motorised vehicular use (other than a footpath or bridleway) within the
District (“Highway”) a traffic sign or signs indicating a warning of the existence of any danger
and associated equipment, collectively known as Traffic Management Equipment (“TME” which
phrase shall refer to a single TME or multiple TMEs as the context requires).
(3) The Council has a “Policy and Guidance for Parish and Town Councils considering purchasing
Traffic Management Equipment (TME)” (“the Policy”) and the Licensee acknowledges receipt
of a copy of the version current at the date of this Licence. Amongst other things the Policy
sets procedures for agreeing, and guidance in respect of, locations for the siting of the TME
(“Location”).
(4) The Council is satisfied pursuant to s72 Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 that the TME will be
used for the purposes of warning of the existence of a hazard such as excessive speed and
further that pursuant to s2 of the Local Government Act 2000 that the presence of the TME at
a Location on or near a Highway is likely to promote the economic social and environmental
wellbeing of West Berkshire residents.
(5) The Council hereby grants to the Licensee and the Licensee hereby agrees to a Licence
pursuant to s72 Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984, s2 Local Government Act 2000, s111 Local
Government Act 1972 and all other enabling powers.
NOW THIS LICENCE WITNESSES AS FOLLOWS:
1

This Licence is personal to the Licensee and its successors and shall not be assigned to any
third party.
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2

The Licensee warrants that it owns or has exclusive control of the TME for the purposes of this
License and will meet any operating or maintenance costs associated with the TME and/or any
costs of repair or replacement if the TME is damaged or stolen.

3

The Licensee shall abide by the provisions of the Policy (or any subsequent version that has
been notified to it) and deploy the TME in accordance with its provisions.

4

In particular the Licensee shall seek agreement from the Council to each and every Location
for deploying the TME in accordance with the Policy and this Licence. The Licensee shall only
deploy the TME at such a Location when written approval has been received from the Council.

5

The Licensee shall ensure that any operation involved in siting the TME at a Location or in
moving the TME from one Location to another complies with all necessary signing and guarding
measures (for example the provision of barriers, lamps, traffic signs) and relevant safety
measures (including the wearing of personal protective clothing and safety equipment at all
times).

6

The Licensee shall be responsible for ensuring the training, and health and safety, of any
person engaged on its behalf to carry out any works or operations under this Licence.

7

The Licensee shall be responsible for ensuring that the installation use and maintenance of the
TME complies with all relevant existing and future United Kingdom legislation so long as the
TME remains on a Highway.

8

The Licensee hereby indemnifies the Council in respect of all reasonable actions demands
expenses and proceedings arising out of or in connection with or incidental to the placing or
presence of the TME on a Highway in respect of the Licensee’s legal liability arising out of this
Licence.

9

The Licensee shall without prejudice to its liability to indemnify the Council be insured against
public liability risks for a sum of at least five million pounds (£5m) in respect of any one claim
and shall ensure that any person carrying out installation repair or maintenance work to remove
or replace the TME or move the TME from one Location to another is similarly insured.

10 The Licensee shall upon the reasonable request of the Council produce its relevant policies of
insurance together with receipts for the premiums paid.
11 Should the Highway at a Location cease to be a Highway then the TME shall be removed
forthwith at the expense of the Licensee and to the satisfaction of the Council.
12 Should the TME in the opinion of the Council cause an obstruction to users of the Highway
then the Council reserves its right to serve the appropriate notice under the Highways Act 1980
requiring removal of the obstruction.
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13 This Licence shall be terminable by either party upon three months written notice being given
to the other party at their address recorded in this Licence.
14 The Council may withdraw this Licence on giving fourteen days’ notice in writing to the Licensee
if:
(i) the Licensee fails to comply with any of the conditions specified in this Licence or with the
Policy; or
(ii) the Licensee ceases to use or has abandoned the TME or gives an indication that it intends
to do so; or
(iii) the Council considers the withdrawal necessary for the purpose of the exercise of its
powers and duties as Highways Authority.
15 Where the Licence is withdrawn or surrendered the Council may:
(i) remove the TME to which the Licence relates and reinstate the Highway and may recover
from the Licensee the expenses incurred by them in so doing; or
(ii) if satisfied that the Licensee can do so, within such reasonable time as the Council may
specify, authorise the Licensee at its expense to remove the TME and reinstate the
Highway (for the avoidance of doubt a further specific Licence would be required for such
works).

Signed by West Berkshire Council acting by [name and role]

…………………………………………

Signed by [full name of Parish/Town Council] acting by [name and role]

…………………………………………
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APPENDIX A: CASE STUDIES – A340 ALDERMASTON WHARF (SPEED LIMIT 30MPH)
Figure 1: A340 Aldermaston Wharf local

Figure 2: A340 Aldermaston Wharf overview

Date
2014 & 2015

85th
Site
reference
1227001
42mph (SDR)

Average
Site
reference
1227001
38mph (SDR)

2016

38mph (SID)

33mph (SID)

2017

40mph (SID)

35mph (SID)

2018

Page | 1

SIP intervention
trigged
SIP (SID data) 35%
CSW – 135
vehicles per hour
SIP 33%
CSW – 125
vehicles per hour
SIP (SID data) 49%
(Mobile camera
site introduced)
Mobile camera

Expected mobile
camera site
duration

comments

10 hours per 3
months (TVP
banding). Site
operational Feb
2017
10 hours per 3
months (40hrs
per year)

ONLY 1 hour of
enforcement
Offence rate per
hour: 70
Actual camera
duration @ site =
43 hrs annual
Offence Rate per
hour: 21.9

2019

40mph (SID)

34mph (SID)

SIP (SID data) –
46% northbound /
52% Southbound
traffic
Mobile camera

10 hours per 3
months (40hrs
per year)

Requested
duration @ site to
be increased
Actual camera
duration @ site =
35 hrs annual
Offence Rate per
hour: 16.5
Requested
duration @ site to
be increased (Oct
2019)

SUMMARY
Aldermarston Wharf site has progressed though our Speed Intervention Programme (SIP) which
included extensive CSW work. The Site eventually was excepted by TVP as a community concern
and was escalated to a Mobile site in 2017. The Parish continue to collect data based on the
residents community concern around speeding – Alongside Police roadside activity and SID activity
in 2019 the data confirms the percentage of the volume of traffic using this road remains high (40%).
In Oct 2019 the Councils Speed management Technician requested the Mobile Camera hours to be
increased from the 40 hrs per annum. TVP responded with
“The level of enforcement will be reviewed in line with our mobile enforcement strategy and available
resources”
TVP to date have not provided the Council with any access to the Strategy and have so not engaged
in an open partnership relationship where sharing of the relevant dta collected would be beneficial to
both parties.
What needs to be considred is IF the increase of duration hours is unsuccessful would this site meet a
criteria for a fixed camera?

CASE STUDIES – READING ROAD, BURGHFIELD VILLAGE (SPEED LIMIT 30MPH)
Figure 3 Reading Road, Burghfield Village overview

Date

Average
Site
reference
22700003
36mph (SDR)

SIP intervention
trigged

2019 - Feb

85th
Site
reference
22700003
41mph (SDR)

2019 - Nov

38mph (SID)

33mph (SID)

SIP (SID data)
18.6%

SIP (SID data) –
62.5%
Peak time 08:00
– 09:00

Expected mobile
camera site
duration
n/a

comments

n/a

Data collection
required Feb
2020 to check
sustainability.

CSW triggered –
3 treatments 1:
19 per hour
(outside peak
time )
2: 57 per hour
3: 80 per hour

SUMMARY
It is notable that CSW has had the desired effect on changing driver behaviour at this site, the
percentage of the volume of vehicles using the Reading Road has significantly reduced from 62.5% to
18.6% after 3 treatments. It is important that the treatments are completed at the peak times identified
by the data collected if we wish to change the behaviour and make those responsible or accountable.
As we have been able to plot the drivers not complying with the speed limit of this road we can
establish that the biggest contributor of speeding is local residents and although this may seem
obvious in our experience it is helpful to produce ACTUAL evidence for the Parish Councils to share
with the community complaining about local speed but also this isn’t always the case.
If a Police CSW volunteer scheme was available in West Berkshire the Council would encourage the
Parish to develop community participation, a volunteer scheme to continue pressure on local
speeding issues would be step forward in the right direction and demonstrate partnership cohesion.

CASE STUDIES HAMMONDS HEATH, STRATFIELD MORTIMER (SPE ED LIMIT 30PHM)

Figure 4 Hammonds Heath, Stratfield Mortimer (Northbound) overview

Date

Average
Site
reference
3490007
33mph (SDR)

SIP intervention
trigged

2019 - Feb

85th
Site
reference
34900007
40mph (SDR)

2019 - Nov

40mph (SID)

33mph (SID)

SIP 38%

SIP (SID data) –
45%
Peak time 15:00
– 16:00

Expected mobile
camera site
duration
n/a

comments

n/a

CSW not effective
– Traffic
Management
Assessment
requested
09/01/2020

CSW triggered –
3 treatments 1:
22 per hour
2: 15 per hour
3: 20 per hour

SUMMARY
It is notable that CSW has not had the desired effect on changing driver behaviour at this site, the
percentage of the volume of vehicles using Hammonds Heath has reduced from 52% to 35% after 3
treatments. The Traffic Management Assessment completed by the Traffic Engineers identified that
an upgrade of the northern terminal signs to a matched pair and minor repairs to the repeaters signs
is required, this will be as soon as possible in the new financial year 2020/21.
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Speed Limit Assessment
SITE ASSESSMENT No.

PHOTOGRAPHS: YES/NO

PARISH REF. No.
THE OBJECT OF THIS REPORT IS TO ASCERTAIN THAT THE SPEED LIMIT AT A PARTICULAR
LOCATION AGREES WITH THE ORDER IMPOSING IT AND THE SIGNAGE IS SUFFICIENT FOR
POLICE ENFORCEMENT.
Speed limit and Location:
………………………………………………………………………...…………………………………………………...
Reason for assessment:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….....
General description of road and the immediate environment:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….....
Order or restricted road status imposing limit:
………………………………………………………………………...…………………………………………………...
Attachments Copy of order/ location plan showing limit.

Is the road a restricted road by the presence of a system of street lighting and if so is the lighting sufficient
through the length in question. ……… ………………………………………………………………...
Terminal signs: Clear and in good condition, a matched pair or has the council recorded a decision that one
sign is sufficient. Roundels on road surface.
………………………………………………………………………...…………………………………………………...
Repeater signs: Clear and sufficient.
………………………………………………………………………...…………………………………………………...
Other factors to be considered
3 year collision history
Road surface
Vegetation
Recommendations
Speed limit is enforceable as it stands/ is enforceable but the following work is recommended/ limit is not enforceable until
the following faults have been remedied.

Appendix D updated.doc
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Speed Limit Assessment
Assessor’s Signature …………………………………………………

Date……………………

Principal Engineer’s comments
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…….
Date by which any works required are to be completed ………………
Summary of report for the information of the parish Council, ward members or complainant.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………..
Principal Engineer’s Signature ……………………………………………….. Date……………………
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Responding to Complaints about Speeding – Speed Limit Review
Request for review made by Parish/Town Councils or
Members, to ensure a single request in the best interest of the
local community.

Location check completed by Traffic and Road Safety
Team to ensure that the location has not been subject
to a recent speed review.

Speed data and injury accident data collected, route
will be visited, assessed and a report will be prepared
for the Speed Limit Review.

The report and local concerns will be considered in
accordance with the Department for Transport
guidelines for setting local speed limits by a task group
consisting of West Berkshire Council officers, local
councillors and the police.

The recommendations made by the speed limit review
will then be taken to the portfolio member for Highways
and Transport, who will decide by individual decision
whether to proceed with the recommendations made by
the task group.

Members and Parish/Town Councils of the effected
ward/parishes will be informed of the decision.

If agreed, West Berkshire Traffic Management will
process speed limit changes.

A traffic regulation order is produced; this process
includes a public consultation period.

Objections received will be subject to consideration by
the portfolio member for Highways and Transport.

Final outcome

If the location has
been reviewed in the
previous five years, it
will be rejected unless
there have been
significant changes to
either the guidance or
the site.

We are committed to being accessible to everyone.
If you require this document in an alternative
format or translation, please call Cheryl Evans on
Telephone 01635 519984.

West Berkshire Council
Transport and Countryside
Market Street
Newbury
Berkshire
RG14 5LD
T 01635 551111
www.westberks.gov.uk
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